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Abstract—Multi-GPU systems have become a popular platform
to meet the ever-growing application demands. However, employ-
ing multiple GPUs does not guarantee proportional performance
improvements. While prior works have extensively studied the
optimizations to mitigate the non-uniform memory accesses
(NUMA) overheads, the address translation process also plays
an important role in shaping the overall execution performance.
In this paper, we investigate the address translation process in
multi-GPU systems under unified virtual memory (UVM). We
specifically focus on the efficiency of page table walk and identify
three major latency penalties: i) queuing for available page table
walk threads, ii) memory accesses for page walk cache misses, and
iii) handling page faults. Based on our observations, we propose
Trans-FW, which short circuits the page table walk by leveraging
substantial translation sharing and eager remote translation
forwarding. Experimental results on 10 representative multi-GPU
applications show that our proposed approach improves the
overall performance by 53.8% on average.

Index Terms—multi-GPU, page fault, page table walk

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, multi-GPU systems have gained momentum
to bridge the ever-increasing gap between GPU memory
capacity and application demands. Commercial multi-GPU
systems, including NVIDIA DGX [52] and Intel Xe [34],
incorporate multiple GPUs connected through interconnections
(e.g., PCIe [50] and NVLink [29]) to provide a large aggregated
memory capacity through unified virtual memory (UVM). This
significantly simplifies the application deployment on multi-
GPU systems and has gain popularity in machine learning [65],
[75], bioinformatics [21], [31], scientific computing [48], and
entertainment [27], [77].

However, the promise of multi-GPUs is constrained by
i) expensive address translation process and ii) non-uniform
memory access (NUMA) overheads. While substantial prior
works have investigated the NUMA overheads [11], [47], [49],
[80], the address translation receives little attention in multi-
GPUs. Specifically, translation that misses the GPU local TLB
hierarchy must go through local multi-level page table walk
handled by GPU MMU (GMMU). If the page is invalid in the
local page table, a far fault1 is generated and handled by the
UVM driver on the CPU side which also introduce latency to
the address translation process.

1In this paper, we use the term “far fault” and GPU “local page fault”
interchangeably.

TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH PRIOR TECHNIQUES.

Techniques Reduce PT Reduce PW- Reduce far Write Multi
queuing cache misses fault latency intensive -GPU

TLB optimizations[38], [78] X X 7 7 7
[16], [57], [59], [61], [71], [73]
PW-cache design[20], [45], [58] 7 X 7 X 7
PW-cache prefetch [46] 7 X 7 X 7
Page replication [25], [49] 7 7 X 7 7
Page walk scheduling[64], [66] X 7 7 X 7
Large page [12], [56], [60] X X 7 7 7
Our approach X X X X X

In this paper, we identify three latency penalties in multi-
GPU address translation process. First, the translation that
misses the TLBs has to be queued and wait for available page
table walk threads. Second, the page table walk frequently
misses the MMU cache (i.e., page table walk cache). Third,
there exist substantial GPU local page faults due to frequent
page migration across multiple GPUs. Prior works on CPU
and GPU address translation optimization are ill-suited in
the context of multi-GPUs. We provide a comprehensive
summary of related works in Table I. First, existing TLB
optimizations (e.g., range-based TLB [78], clustering TLB [59],
compression [71], least-TLB [42], and TLB probing [16])
do not optimize the page table walk latencies and cannot
mitigate the frequent local page faults in multi-GPUs. Second,
MMU cache prefetching is effective in accelerating page table
walking. However, prefetching does not mitigate the page table
walk queuing overhead nor the page fault handling overhead.
Third, prior works on irregular page table walk and multi-
tenancy page table walk focus on single GPU [64], [66], [67].
They are not suitable for multi-GPU executions as they do not
optimize the local page faults caused by page sharing among
GPUs. Fourth, page replication [25], [49] can reduce local page
fault handling latency. However, it is not suitable for write-
intensive applications, as a write to a page invalidates all other
replications. Finally, although employing large pages improves
the TLB reach, it may cause extra page faults if a large page is
frequently shared among different GPUs throughout program
execution, due to the increased false sharing.

Motivated by these challenges, we systematically investigate
and optimize the address translation in multi-GPU systems. We
observe and quantify three latency overheads in the translation
process. To mitigate these overheads, we propose Trans-



FW (Translation Forwarding). The main contributions of the
paper are summarized below.
•We investigate the page table walk performance in multi-GPUs.

We identify three latency penalties in multi-GPU address
translation process.
•We propose Trans-FW to improve the page table walk

performance in multi-GPU executions. First, short circuiting
is employed in GMMU by early sending local page faults
to host MMU. Second, we leverage remote GPU to supply
translation requests instead of waiting in the host when doing
so is beneficial.
•We evaluate Trans-FW using 10 representative applications

covering various data access patterns across GPUs. Exper-
iment results show that Trans-FW achieves an average of
53.8% overall performance improvement.
•We evaluate Trans-FW with different PW-cache structures,

page replication, large page, PW-cache prefetching, and
TLB optimizations. The results show that Trans-FW either
outperforms the existing approach by taking the multi-GPU
execution characteristics into account, or works along with
the existing approaches to bring additional benefits.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Multi-GPU Architecture

In this paper, we target multiple discrete GPUs connected
through an interconnect (e.g., PCIe and NVLink). Figure 1
illustrates the target multi-GPU architecture [6], [7], [39].
Specifically, each GPU consists of multiple Compute Units
(CUs) and two levels of TLBs for address translation: i) per-CU
fully associative private L1 TLB and ii) per-GPU shared L2
TLB for all CUs. Unified virtual memory [54] is employed
and managed by the UVM-driver. Note that, each GPU has
its own local memory and local page table. A GPU Memory
Management Unit (GMMU) handles local page table walks.
The GMMU comprises i) a page walk queue (PW-queue) to
buffer the translation requests waiting for available page walk
threads, ii) a page walk cache (PW-cache) that holds the recent
translations to reduce the number of memory accesses of page
table walks, and iii) multi-threaded page table walk (PT-walk)
that handles multiple translation requests concurrently. The
UVM-driver on the CPU side is responsible for coordinating
all GPU far faults. The UVM driver manages a centralized page
table in the host memory, which holds all valid and up-to-date
address translations for all GPUs and in which GPU/CPU the
physical addresses are located.

Address translation: Figure 1 also illustrates the address
translation process. The memory requests generated by the same
wavefront are first coalesced by the GPU memory coalescing
unit. Then, the L1 data cache and the L1 TLB perform lookups
in parallel in a virtually indexed physically tagged (VIPT)
TLB-cache design ( 1 ). Upon L1 TLB misses, the L1 Miss
Status Holding Register (MSHR) is first checked to filter out
repetitive requests, and the outstanding requests are forwarded
to the L2 TLB for lookup ( 2 ). Translations that miss in the
L2 TLB and L2 MSHR are sent to the local PT-walk in the
GMMU ( 3 ). Because there is limited number of PT-walk
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Fig. 1. Multi-GPU system-architecture.

threads, L2 TLB misses may not be served immediately. As a
result, these translation requests will be stored in the PW-queue
and wait for available PT-walk threads. During the page table
walking, the translation is first checked in the PW-cache ( 4 ); if
it misses the PW-cache, the GPU local page table is accessed,
which can be expensive and involves multiple memory accesses
( 5 ). If the page walk fails, a far fault is propagated to the
GMMU and kept in a structure called GPU Fault Buffer [6],
[7]. Each time a far fault arises, the GMMU sends an alert
to the UMV-driver. Upon the receipt of a far fault, the UVM
driver fetches the fault information and caches them on the host
side. The cached page faults are processed in batch granularity
(the batch size is 256 [53]). Per batch, the UVM-driver initiates
threads to perform page table walks using the centralized page
table, initiates data transfer, and updates the GPU local page
tables [7]. The translation request is replayed after the far fault
is resolved.

B. Driver Versus Hardware Handled Far Faults

While multi-GPUs typically rely on the UVM-driver software
to handle the far faults (as we discussed above), this software
handled far faults creates a severe performance bottleneck
which limits the scalability multi-GPUs. Recently, there has
been an increasing trend for multi-GPUs to leverage hardware
(e.g., host MMU/IOMMU2 [43], [44]) to accelerate the far fault
handling. Figure 1 illustrates the address translation process
using hardware to handle far faults. The process within each
GPU is identical to the driver handled page faults. When a far
fault is generated, it is sent to the host and then handled by host
MMU ( 1 ). Specifically, upon receiving a translation request,
the host MMU first performs a host MMU TLB lookup. If the
translation misses in the TLB, the request waits in the host
MMU PW-queue for PT-walk ( 2 ). The PT-walk process in
the host MMU is similar to the GPU local PT-walk, including

2In this paper, we use the term “host MMU” and “IOMMU” interchangeably.
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Fig. 2. (a) Normalized execution time of hardware approach versus software
approach when the number of GPUs increases. (b) Performance of hardware
approach normalized to software approach for all benchmarks in four GPUs.

host MMU PW-cache lookup ( 3 ), host MMU PT-walk for
PW-cache misses ( 4 ), and host MMU TLB update ( 5 ). The
translation request is replayed after the page fault is resolved,
following the same process discussed above.

We quantitatively compare UVM-driver (software) handled
far faults versus host MMU (hardware) handled far faults.
Specifically, we carefully model the UVM-driver handled far
faults (e.g., batch size and buffer size for far faults, far fault
handling cost, and the number of threads for page table walk)
based on prior works [6], [7], [39], [53]. We also implement
hardware handled far faults as discussed above. Figure 2(a)
shows the scalability of software versus hardware when the
GPU count increases. All the results are normalized to the
hardware approach with four GPUs. As one can observe,
the address translation overhead of software is 4.5× higher
than that of hardware in 32 GPUs. There is an increasing
gap between software and hardware implementations, making
the software approach one of the main scalability constraints
in multi-GPU systems. Figure 2(b) shows the performance
of hardware approach normalized to software approach in
four GPUs using our targeted applications (details discussed
shortly in Table III). We observe that the hardware approach
outperforms the software approach by up to 56.3% and 28.4%
on average.

Thus, unless specified otherwise, we adopt the hardware
handled far faults as the baseline in our paper for a fair
comparison. We identify three major latencies in the baseline
address translation: i) waiting time for available PT-walk
threads in the PW-queue ( 3 and 2 ). ii) additionally memory
accesses after PW-cache misses ( 5 and 4 ) and iii) handling
far faults caused by page sharing among multiple GPUs ( 1 , 2 ,
3 , 4 , and replay). We quantitatively investigate these latencies
in Section III-B.

Page walk cache: In this paper, we adopt the Unified
Translation Cache (UTC) [22] in both the baseline and our
approach. Specifically, the cache entry in UTC is maintained
separately for each page level tagged with indices in the
virtual address (i.e., an L5 entry is tagged with the L5 index,
an L4 entry is tagged with the L5 and L4 indices, and so
forth). Therefore, a single lookup can provide the longest
matching prefix, avoiding nested PW-cache lookups. In UTC
structure, entries from different levels of the page table are
mixed in a single cache. Figure 1 also shows an example of
the UTC structure. After the PT-walk for translating the virtual
address (123, 9a8, 11c, 009, 1b8), the contents in PW-cache
are (123/9a8/11c/009, 0ac) as L2 entry, (123/9a8/11c, a08)
as L3 entry, (123/9a8, 116) as L4 entry, and (123, 8be) as

L5 entry. If a subsequent query tries to translate the virtual
address (123, 9a8, 11c, 026, 00b), the PT-walk first checks
the PW-cache. Three matching entries can be found, i.e., (123,
8be) in L5, (123/9a8, 116) in L4, and (123/9a8/11c, a08) in
L3. Then the L3 entry is used because this tag matches the
longest prefix of the virtual address. Note that, all the contents
in the index fields store bits from virtual address, and the
Next Page field stores physical address. For the same virtual
address, the PW-cache index content is the same, and only
the Next Page field is different because they correspond to
different GPUs/CPU.

III. MOTIVATIONAL STUDY

A. Baseline Configuration and Applications

We conduct our characterization and later evaluate our
proposed Trans-FW using the MGPUSim [69]. MGPUSim sup-
ports multi-GPU simulation and is validated against industrial
multi-GPU systems [9]. To model unified virtual memory and
the full address translation process, we substantially modified
and extended MGPUSim by adding i) per-GPU GMMU module
with GPU local page tables, local PW-queue, and local PW-
cache, and ii) host MMU module with a host TLB, host MMU
page table, host MMU PW-cache, and host MMU PW-queue.

TABLE II
BASELINE MULTI-GPU CONFIGURATION.

Module Configuration
CU 1.0 GHz, 64 per GPU
L1 Vector Cache 16 KB, 4-way
L1 Inst Cache 32 KB, 4-way
L1 Scalar Cache 16 KB, 4-way
L2 Cache 256 KB, 16-way
DRAM 4 GB
L1 TLB 32 entries, 32-way, 1-cycle lookup latency,

CU private, LRU replacement policy
L2 TLB 512 entries, 16-way, 10-cycle lookup latency,

CUs shared, LRU replacement policy
Host MMU TLB 2048 entries, 64-way, GPUs shared,

LRU replacement policy
Page table walk Host MMU 16 shared page table walker,

GMMU 8 shared page table walker [64], [66], [74],
100-cycle latency per level [32]

Page walk cache 128 entries shared across page table walker [64]
Page walk queue 64 entries
CPU-GPU interconnection PCIe, 150-cycle latency [32]

TABLE III
LIST OF APPLICATIONS.

Abbr. Application Benchmark
Suite PFPKI Access

Pattern
AES AES-256 Encryption Hetero-Mark 0.016 Partition
FIR Finite Impulse Resp. Hetero-Mark 0.002 Adjacent
KM KMeans Hetero-Mark 3.636 Adjacent
PR PageRank Hetero-Mark 9.244 Random
MM Matrix Multiplication AMDAPPSDK 3.217 Scatter-Gather
MT Matrix Transpose AMDAPPSDK 34.273 Scatter-Gather
SC Simple Convolution AMDAPPSDK 9.013 Adjacent
ST Stencil 2D SHOC 17.564 Adjacent
Conv2d Convolution 2D DNN-Mark 1.782 Adjacent
Im2col Image to Column DNN-Mark 1.198 Scatter-Gather

Baseline GPU configuration: In this paper, we target a
4-GPU system where each GPU has its own page table stored
in its device memory [43], [44], [76]. The detailed baseline
configurations are listed in Table II. Note that, our approach
is also applicable to different GPU counts and we provide
a sensitivity study with 8 and 16 GPUs in Section V-B. We



employ a five-level nested page table organization, thereby a
four-level PW-cache [33]. We also evaluate four-level page
table in Section V-B. We use UTC PW-cache organization. The
total size of the PW-cache is typically in the range of 64 to
128 [14], [45], [64] under a four-level page table. We employ
128-entry PW-cache in our five-level page table in GMMU and
host MMU. The CTA policy in the baseline and our approach
is as follows. The CTA scheduler first schedules the CTAs
across CUs within a GPU in a round-robin fashion, and then
moves to the next GPU only when the GPU has no available
resources. That is, the CTA is scheduled greedily across GPUs.
This scheduling captures the inter-CTA locality within a GPU
and also maintains computing balancing across CUs.

Applications: We use 10 applications from Hetero-
Mark [68], AMDAPPSDK [8], SHOC [24], and DNN
Mark [26] benchmark suites. The details of the applications
are listed in Table III. We use their multi-GPU implementation
from [69], which is also used by prior works [15], [42], [70].
The applications cover a wide range of data access/sharing pat-
terns in multi-GPU environment. We classify these applications
into four categories based on their memory access patterns:
random (PR), partition (AES), adjacent (ST, FIR, SC,
Conv2d, KM), and scatter-gather (MT, MM, Im2col).

B. GPU Page Walk Characterization
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Fig. 3. Latency breakdown of GPU L2 TLB misses.

Recall the three latencies discussed in Section II-B, Figure 3
shows the latency breakdown of GPU L2 TLB misses. One
can make the following observations. First, handling local page
faults causes significant overhead and accounts for 86.1% of
the L2 TLB miss latency. The local page faults latency can
be further breakdown into i) waiting in the shared host MMU
PW-queue, ii) missing the host MMU PW-cache, iii) migrating
page to local memory, and iv) CPU-GPU interconnection and
request replayed when page fault is resolved. Second, 25.0% of
the latency is caused by requests waiting for the available page
table walk thread in the PW-queue. The PW-queue queuing
latency in shared host MMU is generally longer than that in
the GMMU for most applications. Specifically, the average
queuing latencies are 4.1% and 20.9% for the GMMU PW-
queue and the host MMU PW-queue, respectively. This is
because the host MMU handles page faults generated from
all GPUs, encountering severer contention than local GPUs.
Finally, an average of 9.0% and 9.3% latency is caused by
GMMU and host MMU PW-cache miss, respectively.

Room for improvement: We study the performance gains
when we i) adopt infinite PW-cache in both GPU and host
MMU, ii) employ infinite page table walking threads in both
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GPU and host MMU, and iii) eliminate all GPU local page
faults. The normalized execution performance is shown in
Figure 4. In the results, we separate the influence of each
latency by applying only one of the above three impractical
optimizations at a time. For example, when we adopt infinite
PW-cache, the other two configurations remain the same as
in the baseline. We next discuss the implication from each
individual optimization in detail.
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Implication of infinite PW-cache: An infinite-sized PW-
cache only has cold misses. We employ infinite-sized PW-
cache in both GMMU and host MMU. The first bar of each
application in Figure 4 shows the performance improvement of
an infinite PW-cache. Overall, the infinite PW-cache achieves up
to 29.6% speedup, with an average performance improvement
of 16.2%. To better understand the improvement, we report the
hit rates for GMMU and host MMU PW-caches in Figure 5
and Figure 6, respectively. For GMMU PW-cache, 56.6% of
page table walks can get the translation within 1 to 2 memory
accesses and the rest of the translations must go through 3 to 4
memory accesses (i.e., walking the page table). For host MMU
PW-cache, we observe 47.5% hit rates in the higher levels
(e.g., L4) and 50.9% hit rates in the lower levels (e.g., L3 and
L2). Therefore, multiple memory accesses are still required
for address translation in the host MMU. Since the memory
accesses are long latency operations, poor PW-cache hit rate
can degrade the performance.

Implication of infinite PT-walk threads: With infinite page
table walking threads in both GMMU and host MMU, all TLB
misses are served immediately without waiting in the PW-
queues. Referring to the second set of bars in Figure 4, we
observe an average of 42.6% performance improvement over
the baseline. The performance gain is higher for applications
(e.g., PR, SC, and MT) whose waiting latency occupies higher
percentages of the L2 TLB miss latency.

Implication of eliminating GPU page faults: Eliminating
all GPU local page faults ensures that all translations are found



in the GPU local page tables, leading to an average of 2.2×
performance improvement (the fourth bar of each application
in Figure 4). We quantify the page-faults-per-kilo-instructions
(PFPKI) and show the PFPKI of each application in Table III.
We observe that applications with substantial page sharing
among multiple GPUs (detailed study in Section III-C) have
higher PFPKI values (e.g., MT, PR, and SC). This is because
page sharing causes frequent page migration among GPUs,
and hence subsequent page accesses to the migrated page will
generate GPU local page faults. In contrast, applications with
less page sharing across the GPUs (i.e., each GPU works
on its own local data partitions) have lower PFPKI, such as
AES and FIR. We also observe that applications with higher
PFPKI achieve relatively high performance improvement (e.g.,
MT and SC), whereas lower PFPKI show less performance
improvement (e.g., AES and FIR). However, ST has a high
PFPKI but low performance improvement. This is because the
contention in the host MMU page table walk is less severe
in ST execution. In contrast, Conv2d has a low PFPKI but a
high performance improvement. This is because a large number
of pending requests are coalesced to the same page fault in
L2 MSHR. Reducing the time for handling a page fault can
significantly benefit the whole execution.

We show the performance improvement where we eliminate
the data page migration latency while preserving the address
translation latency (third bar in Figure 4). The results show
an average of 63.9% performance improvement over baseline.
Comparing the results with the above study, which eliminates
the local page faults (2.2× performance improvement), one
can observe that the address translation plays an important
role in improving the performance, and there exists a large
optimization potential.

C. Page Sharing Characterization
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Observation 1: There exist substantial page sharing among
multiple GPUs. Figure 7 shows the page sharing among
multiple GPUs during the execution of each application.
Specifically, we define page sharing ratio as the percentage
of shared page accesses divided by the total number of page
accesses during the execution of the application. As one can
observe, a significant fraction of pages is shared by multiple
GPUs. For example, in MM, PR, KM and SC, almost all pages
are shared by all four GPUs. In MT and Conv2d, about half of
the pages are shared between two or four GPUs. Such intensive
page sharing also brings significant address translation sharing
among the GPUs.

Observation 2: Local PW-cache misses and page faults can
be resolved by other GPUs. We investigate whether a local
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page fault can find the translation in other GPUs’ PW-caches.
The intuition behind is to leverage the translation reuses that
stem from page sharing among GPUs to reduce the number of
PW-cache misses and the latency of handling local page faults.
To capture this opportunity, we define remote PW-cache hit as
the percentage of local page faults that hits remote GPU’s PW-
cache. We observe 88.2% remote hit rate (all levels combined)
in Figure 8. It is also important to note that, an average of
45.2% can hit in lower levels of PW-cache (e.g., L3 and L2),
indicating that only 1-2 memory accesses are needed to get
the translation from the remote GPU.

IV. OUR APPROACH

A. High Level Overview

In this paper, we propose Trans-FW that leverages the
substantial translation sharing among GPUs and employs the
remote GPU to serve the translation requests when doing so is
beneficial. There are three major challenges to implementing
an effective and efficient remote forwarding scheme. First,
the remote GPU supplies the translation request only if it
holds the valid page. Therefore, it is important to determine
which GPU has the valid page. Second, accessing remote page
tables may take longer than accessing the host page tables
due to network congestion and remote PT-walk contention
(e.g., PW-queue waiting and PW-cache misses). Thus, it is
important to dynamically detect the beneficial scenarios and
provide flexible and efficient hardware support for guiding and
handling translation requests remotely. Finally, the proposed
scheme should have minimal hardware overhead and is light-
weight compared to enlarging the TLB capacity. To this end,
we propose Trans-FW. Figure 9 shows the high-level overview
of our design.
B. Short Circuiting in GMMU

Recall our discussion in the GMMU PT-walk handling. For a
given address translation request that misses the GPU L2 TLB,
it will experience PW-queue queuing as well as PT-walk in the
GMMU. The PT-walk latency can be large if the request misses
the PW-caches. Suppose that the requested page is invalid in
the GMMU page table, this request will be eventually a local
page fault sent to the remote host MMU. Thus, the local PW-
queuing and PT-walk add “unnecessary” latency to that request.
To address this, we propose to “short circuit” the translation
in GMMUs by eagerly sending the request to the host MMU
upon an L2 TLB miss. Doing so avoids the aforementioned
unnecessary latencies and can be particularly beneficial for
requests that eventually cause local page faults. In other words,
it allows the potential local page faults to be served early by
the host MMU. However, the short circuiting approach may
lead to an excessive number of requests being sent to the
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Fig. 10. Translation lookup in Trans-FW, and details of PRT and FT.

host MMU because the number of GPU L2 TLB misses is
significantly larger than the GPU local page faults. Therefore, a
naive implementation of short-circuiting the GMMU may cause
CPU-GPU interconnection congestion and PT-walk contention
of the host MMU. To mitigate the contention, we propose a
Pending Request Table (PRT) in each GMMU as a filter to
reduce the number of requests sent to the host MMU. We next
discuss the design of PRT.

Pending request table: The PRT tracks the translations of
all pages that reside in the GPU’s local memory. A Cuckoo
filter [28] is implemented in the PRT, which is a hardware-
efficient structure that supports fast set membership testing.
Figure 10 shows the microarchitectural details of PRT (green
box). Specifically, the PRT consists of 125 buckets and each
bucket comprises four fingerprints. Each inserted item (i.e.,
VPN) is converted into a fingerprint using the cuckoo hash
functions (i.e., h1 and h2, MetroHash hash function [35] is
employed in our approach.). A fingerprint is formed by using
the virtual page number. The Cuckoo filter provides efficient
insertion and deletion operations. It inserts the fingerprint of an
entry into one of the two alternative buckets indicated by the
two hash functions. If neither bucket has space, the fingerprint
selects one of the candidate buckets, kicks out the existing
fingerprint, and re-inserts this victim fingerprint into its own
alternate location. When looking up an item, the Cuckoo filter
first calculates the item’s fingerprint and the two candidate
buckets. If any existing fingerprint in either bucket matches the
request, the cuckoo filter returns true. Otherwise, it returns false.
In our current design, the PRT comprises eight comparators
so it can check all the fingerprint candidates from the two
buckets in parallel. Deletion is supported by removing one
copy of matched fingerprint from any candidate bucket. Note
that, when two identical fingerprints are stored in the two
checked buckets, a random one is selected and deleted, which
causes false positive cases. Note that, the PRT needs to be
updated when a page is migrated. Specifically, when a page is
migrated away from the GPU, the virtual page number is used
to locate the fingerprint. Then, this fingerprint is removed from
the PRT. When a new page is migrated to the GPU, a new
fingerprint is formed and inserted into the PRT. This update
progress is off the execution critical path and can overlap with
and be hidden by GPU execution.

Lookup procedure: When a translation request misses in
the GPU local L2 TLB, the PRT is checked first. If the request

misses the PRT, which indicates that the requested translation
is definitely invalid in the local GPU page table and the page
is not presented locally (since the cuckoo filter has no false
negative cases), then the request is early forwarded to the
host MMU without a GMMU PT-walk. If the request hits the
PRT, which indicates a high potential of finding a translation
locally, then the request is sent to the GMMU PT-walk for local
page table lookup. Note that, it can happen that the Cuckoo
filter provides a false prediction and the GPU doesn’t hold
the translation. A local page fault will be generated after the
GMMU PT-walk, which is the same as the baseline execution.
However, considering a low false positive in our configuration,
this scenario rarely happens and its additional latency has little
impact on the overall performance.

C. Short Circuiting in Host MMU

Short circuiting the GMMU is beneficial only if the page fault
requests can be handled timely in the host MMU. However,
this is not always guaranteed. Requests in the host MMU
might also experience long latency due to contention in the
host MMU’s PW-queue and PW-cache thrashing. Recall our
observation in Section III-C where a significant fraction of
translation prefix can be found in remote GPUs’ PW-caches.
To this end, we propose short circuiting the PT-walk in the
host MMU by sending translation requests to remote GPUs if
doing so is beneficial. Specifically, we propose to “borrow” the
PT-walk in remote GPUs to avoid the contention and potential
overheads in the host MMU. We introduce a structure, called
Forwarding Table in the host MMU, and address the two
important questions: how to borrow? and when to borrow?.

How to borrow: To borrow PT-walk from a remote GPU,
it is important to first determine which GPU has the valid
page. If a remote GPU does not hold the valid page, there
is no performance gain since the remote GPU will also
generate a page fault on the request. Therefore, we implement a
Forwarding Table (FT) in the host MMU to indicate which GPU
has the valid page. The FT leverages a similar Cuckoo filter
design as in PRT to guide the forwarding of the requests to the
remote GPUs. Figure 10 also shows the microarchitectural
details of FT (grey box). Specifically, the FT has 1,000
buckets. The key used by the two cuckoo hash functions
is a concatenation of VPN and GPUid . Since each bucket
only has two fingerprints, we implement four comparators
to perform parallel item lookups. A fingerprint is formed by
concatenating the virtual page number and the owner GPU ID



(i.e., the GPU who has the valid page) when the fingerprint
is inserted into the FT. The FT is updated when a page is
migrated. First, the page number and prior owner GPU ID
are used to locate the fingerprint. Then, the old fingerprint is
deleted from the FT and replaced with the new one, which is
the concatenation of the page number and the new owner GPU
ID. Note that, the FT supports four parallel GPU ID lookups.
That is, four different GPU IDs are searched using one of two
hash functions. If the desired fingerprint is found, it only takes
one cycle. Otherwise, the four GPU IDs are searched using
the other hash function. Note also that, identical fingerprints
may store in the checked buckets, a random one is selected
and deleted, the desired fingerprint may not be deleted. A new
fingerprint is then inserted with the same page number but
different owner GPU ID, which will result in two or more
different owner GPU IDs for the same page number storing
in the FT. As a result, when a request looks up the FT, it
will return multiple owner GPU IDs. In the case, our design
chooses any one and forwards the request to that GPU.

When to borrow: When a request arrives at the host MMU,
the host MMU TLB and FT are searched in parallel. If the
request hits in the host MMU TLB, the translation is directly
returned to the requesting GPU. If the request misses in the
host MMU TLB but hit in the FT, we will check the number
of requests queued in the host MMU PW-queue and use
it as the indicator for the host MMU PT-walk contention.
Depending on the contention in host MMU PT-walk, two
scenarios may happen. First, we observe when the number of
queued requests is less than half of the PT-walk threads (we call
it as the forwarding threshold)3, a host MMU lookup is usually
faster than a remote lookup, considering the remote GMMU
contention and the network latency. In this scenario, we only
rely on the host MMU to perform PT-walk without involving
any remote GPUs. Second, if the number of queued requests is
more than half of the number of PT-walk threads, the request
is inserted into the host PW-queue but also forwarded to a
remote GPU according to the FT in order to short circuit the
PT-walk in the host MMU. When the desired translation is
found in a remote GPU, the remote GPU will directly send the
translation to the requesting GPU. The remote GPU will also
notify the host MMU of success or failure after it performs
the lookup. If the remote lookup succeeds, we check the host
MMU PW-queue, if the request still waits in the PW-queue,
the request is removed from the PW-queue to reduce the PT-
walk contention. On the other hand, if the remote lookup fails
due to the false positive in FT, the request will be discarded
since the pending request has been sent to the host MMU
PT-walk. Note that, it can happen that both host MMU and
successful remote lookup will send the desired translation to the
requesting GPU. However, the Trans-FW ensures that only the
early returned translation will be used, and the latter one will
be discarded. Note also that, in practice, we do not see many
of these cases happen. This is because the queuing latency

3We also evaluate our approach with different forwarding thresholds (i.e.,
the number of queued requests) in Section V-B

of the host PW-queue is generally large. In most cases, the
host MMU will receive the forwarding GPU message and the
request is removed from the host MMU PW-queue.

D. Putting All Together

Figure 10 illustrates the lookup procedure in Trans-FW.
Specifically, when a translation request misses in GPU local L2
TLB, the request is checked in the Pending Request Table ( A ).
If the request hits in the PRT, GMMU PT-walk is performed
( B ). Otherwise, the request is sent to the UVM driver and
handled by the host MMU ( C ). When the request arrives at
the host MMU, the host MMU TLB ( D ) and Forwarding Table
( E ) are searched in parallel. If the request hits in the host
MMU TLB, the translation is returned to the requesting GPU.
If the request misses in the host MMU TLB, PT-walk in host
MMU is performed ( F ). Depending on the number of queued
requests in the host MMU, the request is forwarded to the
corresponding remote GPU ( G ) indicated by the FT. After
remote GPU performs the lookup, the translation returns to
the host MMU ( H ) as well as to the requesting GPU( J ). The
requesting GPU uses the translation either returned from the
local GMMU, host MMU PT-walks ( I ), or received from the
remote GPU ( J ) accordingly.

E. Hardware Overhead

The sizes of PRT and FT are determined by the fingerprint
size (f) in Cuckoo filter and the number of fingerprints. The
fingerprint size is determined by the bucket size (b) and desired
false positive rate (ε). A small fingerprint size minimizes the
hardware overheads but increases the false positive rate, which
reduces the performance gains. On the other hand, a large
fingerprint size is beneficial to overall performance but suffers
from hardware overheads. We choose 0.1% and 0.2% false
positive rates for PRT and FT to strike a balance between
performance and hardware overheads. Taking false positive
rate of 0.2% as an example, we show the fingerprint size
calculation below. According to [28], when the targeted false
positive rate equals to 0.2%, two entries per bucket minimizes
space. Therefore, the bucket size is 2 in this case. To retain
the target false positive rate ε , the minimal fingerprint size
required is approximate: f ≥ log2(1/ε)+ log2(2b). Therefore,
with a 2-bucket size, a false positive rate of 0.2% would require
∼ 9 + 2 = 11 bits for a fingerprint.

In our design, the Cuckoo filter in Forwarding Table (FT)
has a total of 2000 fingerprints. We mask the last three bits of
the virtual address so that eight pages can map to the same
fingerprint. The bucket size is two. Therefore, each fingerprint is
11 bits with 0.2% predefined false positive probability. The total
size of the FT is 2000×11/8/1024 = 2.68KB. The Pending
Request Table (PRT) is designed with 500 fingerprints for each
GMMU. Eight pages map to the same fingerprint. The bucket
size is four. Therefore, each fingerprint is 13 bits with 0.1%
predefined false positive probability. The total size of the PRT
is 500×13/8/1024= 0.79KB. We use CACTI [72] to estimate
the areas and the results show that PRT and FT are 1.01%
and 1.95% compared to the areas of GPU L2 TLB and host



MMU TLB, respectively. Note that, using the same area for
large host MMU TLB cannot achieve equivalent performance
improvement (we show the impact of host MMU TLB size in
Section V-B).

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate Trans-FW using MGPUsim [69].
The detailed simulation configurations and the applications
are the same as in our characterization (listed in Table II and
Table III). We use application end-to-end execution time to
compute the normalized performance.

A. Overall Performance
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Figure 11 shows the overall performance improvements
of Trans-FW normalized to the baseline. Trans-FW achieves
an average of 53.8% performance improvement across 10
applications. The performance improvements are significant for
those applications with high PFPKI (shown in Table III). For
example, MT achieves over 2× over the baseline. In contrast,
the performance improvements of FIR and AES are marginal.
This is because these two applications are compute-intensive
and the page fault latency can be hidden by the light-weight
context switching in GPUs. Also, these two applications have
few page sharing and less local page faults. As such, these
two applications are insensitive to page fault latencies.
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Fig. 13. PW-cache hit rates at levels L2 and L3 in baseline and Trans-FW.

To understand the reasons behind the performance im-
provements, we plot the percentage reduction of each latency
component quantified in Figure 3. One can make the following
observations. First, Trans-FW significantly reduces the PW-
queue waiting time by an average of 95.8% and 79.8%
in GMMU and host MMU, respectively. The reductions in
PW-queue waiting time directly translate to performance
improvements. Second, Trans-FW reduces the latency of
address translation parts of handling local page faults by 43.4%.
Specifically, for 8 applications (except AES and FIR) that have
substantial page sharing, our approach reduces the latency up

to 53.3%. This is because page sharing among GPUs provides
opportunities for local faults to be served by remote GPUs,
thereby reducing page fault latency. Third, Trans-FW also
reduces the latency caused by PW-cache misses. We also show
average hit rates at L2 and L3 levels of both GMMU PW-
cache and host MMU PW-cache in Figure 13. Note that, the
host MMU PW-cache hits comprise the remote hit enabled by
Trans-FW. As shown in Figure 13, compared to the baseline
host MMU PW-cache L2 and L3 hit rates in Figure 6, Trans-
FW achieves a higher hit rate. This is because the remote
GPU has recently accessed the requested page, and a longer
translation prefix is available in the remote PW-cache. However,
the hit rate of GMMU PW-cache in Trans-FW is slighter lower
than the baseline. This is because when serving remote requests,
the newly inserted entry causes the local PW-cache thrashing.
Overall, Trans-FW improves the hit rates of PW-cache and
achieves latency reduction caused by PW-cache misses.
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Recall that, when the number of queued requests in the
host MMU PW-queue reaches a threshold, requests waiting
in the host MMU PW-queue will also be forwarded to the
remote GPU. This generates replicated PT-walk requests in
the host MMU and the remote GMMU. Figure 14 shows
the percentage of replicated PT-walk requests introduced by
our approach to all host MMU PT-walk requests. One can
observe that, our approach generates an average of 22.6% of
replicated PT-walk requests to host MMU and remote GMMU.
However, we want to emphasize that these additional PT-walk
requests do not necessarily increase the overall total number
of PT-walk memory accesses. The reasons are two-fold. First,
short-circuiting in the host MMU allows the PT-walk requests
to benefit the remote GPU’s PW-cache. In our results, 65%
of those replicated requests (i.e., 22.6%) in host MMU are
eliminated before they incur any memory accesses because the
translation is resolved by the remote GPU. Second, although
those additional PT-walk requests cause 13.4% of additional PT-
walk memory accesses in the GMMU (percentage calculated by
the number of additional PT-walk memory accesses dividing the
total GMMU PT-walk memory accesses), we short-circuit the
local GMMU PT-walk for potential local page faults, which
reduces an average of 49.6% of the total GMMU PT-walk
memory accesses. Therefore, the total number of PT-walk
memory accesses in GMMU is reduced by 36.2% (49.6%
minus 13.4%) compared to the baseline. In summary, our
approach reduces the total PT-walk memory accesses in both
GMMU and host MMU.

B. Sensitive Study
Forwarding threshold: Recall that, in our configuration of

Trans-FW, the forwarding threshold is set to half of the PT-walk
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Fig. 15. Remote forwarding threshold.

threads (Section IV-C). That is, when the number of queued
requests exceeds half of the number of PT-walk threads, the
request is forwarded to the remote GPU. In this study, we
evaluate the performance impact under different forwarding
thresholds in Figure 15. First, when the forwarding threshold
is set to 0 (i.e., the request is forwarded right away when
there are no immediate available PT-walk threads), the average
performance improvement is 51.4% over the baseline, which
is 2.4% lower than setting the forwarding threshold equal
to 0.5. This is because it introduces more contention in the
remote GPU PT-walk. Second, the performance improvement
decreases as the threshold increases. The results show an
average performance improvement of 41.0% and 16.7% when
thresholds are set to 1 and 2. The main reason behind this is
the increasing queuing time of host PW-queue.
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Fig. 16. The performance of Trans-FW with different sizes of PRT and FT
normalized to the baseline execution. The (x,y) on the legend indicates (size
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FT and PRT size: We evaluate the performance of Trans-
FW under different FT and PRT sizes in Figure 16. When PRT
is 250 entries (i.e., fingerprints) and FT is 1000 entries (i.e.,
fingerprints), the average performance improvement is 46.3%
on average. This is 7.5% lower than the default sizes (i.e., 500 in
PRT and 2000 in FT). This is because more pages are mapping
into the same fingerprints with smaller table sizes, which causes
a higher false positive rate and results in more additional
latency. When PRT and FT sizes are increased to 1000 and
4000 fingerprints, the average performance improvement is
slightly higher than the default size. Considering the hardware
overhead, we use 500 and 2000 as our configuration.
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Fig. 17. Performance of Trans-FW with 8 and 16 GPUs. Results are normalized
to 8-GPU and 16-GPU baseline, respectively.

Number of GPUs: We evaluate Trans-FW in 8-GPU and
16-GPU systems to show its scalability. Note that, for a fair
comparison, when we increase the number of GPUs, we
do not increase the application input size. Figure 17 shows
the performance of Trans-FW with 8 GPUs and 16 GPUs
normalized to the baseline with 8 GPUs and 16 GPUs. We

observe average improvements of 50.5% and 46.1% in 8 GPUs
and 16 GPUs, respectively. The performance improvement is
reduced as the number of GPUs increases. This is because, with
more GPUs, more page faults will be generated and sent to
host MMU due to the more frequent page sharing across GPUs,
causing severer contention in the host MMU. Accordingly, the
page faults handling time increases in the host MMU.
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Page table walk (PT-walk) threads: We evaluate Trans-
FW under different numbers of PT-walk threads. Figure 18
shows the performance results. All the results are normalized
to baseline execution with four-threaded PT-walk in GMMU
and eight-threaded PT-walk in host MMU. One can make
the following observations. First, Trans-FW outperforms the
baseline in all configurations, achieving an average performance
improvement of 56.8%. Second, increasing the number of PT-
walk threads improves the performances in both the baseline
and Trans-FW. This is because the PW-queue waiting time is
effectively reduced, and the baseline benefits more from the
increasing PT-walk. Finally, Trans-FW with fewer PT-walk
threads achieves higher performance than baseline with more
PT-walk threads. For example, Trans-FW (second bar) in (8,16)
configuration outperforms the baseline (first bar) in (64,128)
configuration by 13.4%. This is because Trans-FW not only
reduces the PW-queuing latency, but also reduces the PW-cache
miss penalty and the unnecessary PT-walk latency caused by
local page faults. This also indicates that simply employing a
large number of PT-walk threads in the baseline cannot achieve
comparable performance with our approach.
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Fig. 19. Performance of Trans-FW with 4-level page table normalized to
baseline with 4-level page table.

4-level page table: We evaluate the performance when using
a 4-level page table in both baseline and Trans-FW (shown
in Figure 19). The results indicate that Trans-FW yields an
average of 49.5% performance improvement over the baseline.

Host MMU configuration: Next, we evaluate Trans-FW us-
ing different MMU configurations. First, we employ a larger
host MMU TLB size with 4096 entries (64-way and 64 sets)
compared to our main results using 2048 entries in Table II with
64-way and 32 sets. Figure 20 (a) shows that Trans-FW achieves
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Fig. 20. Performance of Trans-FW with different host MMU configurations normalized to baseline
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54.2% performance improvement over the baseline using 4096
entry TLB, indicating that our approach is scalable with large
TLBs. We observe the performance improvement is similar to
2048 entry TLB capacity. This is because a large TLB does
not help due to the TLB shootdown caused by page migration.
Therefore, the size of host MMU TLB has less impact on our
approach, and simply increasing host MMU TLB size cannot
bring comparable performance as ours in multi-GPU system.
Second, we evaluate Trans-FW under different host MMU PW-
cache sizes. Figure 20 (b) and (c) show the performance of
Trans-FW with 256-entry and 512-entry host MMU PW-cache
normalized to baseline execution with 256-entry and 512-entry
host MMU PW-cache, respectively. We observe the average
performance improvements of Trans-FW are 48.9% and 43.1%
over the corresponding baselines. This is because a larger host
MMU PW-cache does not help much in reducing long host
PW-queue queuing latency. Therefore, Trans-FW still achieves
significant performance improvement compared to the baseline.

Remote access latency: We evaluate Trans-FW under
different remote GPU access latencies to show the cross-over
point when accessing a remote GPU compared against invoking
the PT-walk in the host MMU. Figure 21 shows the performance
of Trans-FW when varying the GPU interconnection latency
to multiple times of GPU memory latency normalized to
baseline execution. One can observe that, the performance
improvement of Trans-FW decreases when the remote access
latency increases. In particular, when the remote latency is
beyond 8× of the GPU local memory latency, the performance
of accessing the remote GPU is almost the same as accessing
the page table in the host MMU. This is because, at this point,
the remote access latency is comparable to the waiting latency
of PT-walk. Note that, the remote latency is typically 100-150
cycles as employed by prior works [2], [30], [32], we use 150
cycles in the main evaluation.

C. Different PW-cache Structure
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Fig. 22. Performance of Trans-FW with STC structure normalized to baseline
with STC.

In both the baseline and our approach, we adopt the UTC
PW-cache organization. However, our approach is not tied to
a specific PW-cache organization. To verify, we evaluate the
performance impact when employing a different PW-cache
design. Specifically, we implement Split Translation Cache

(STC) [22]. In STC, entries from different levels of page table
are stored in separate caches. The configuration of STC is as
follows: 16 entries for L5, 16 entries for L4, 32 entries for L3,
and 64 entries for L2 [22]. The results indicate an average of
54.0% performance improvement of our approach with STC
normalized to the baseline STC, which is slightly higher than
the UTC PW-cache design used in our main results. This is
because each level of cache does not compete with each other
in STC, and more low-level PW-caches can be saved, thereby
reducing the number of memory accesses during the page table
walk. Overall, Trans-FW works with different PW-caches and
is able to yield significant performance improvements.

D. Page Replication
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Fig. 23. Performance of Trans-FW with page replication normalized to baseline
with page replication.

The unified virtual memory in modern GPU systems supports
read-replication, in which a page is allowed to be accessed and
replicated in multiple GPUs’ physical memory with different
physical addresses [54]. When a local page fault happens,
a read-only page is replicated in the faulting GPU physical
memory. To ensure consistency, when a GPU performs a write
operation, it invalidates all the page replications in other GPUs,
similar to cache coherence protocol. An ESI (Exclusive, Shared,
and Invalid) memory coherency protocol is employed. When a
write to a read-replicated page (S state) occurs, a protection
fault is triggered. The GMMU dispatches an interrupt to the
CPU to invoke the fault handler. The handler then invalidates
the page from all other owners and shoots down all stale
TLB entries in both the host MMU and GMMU except for
the GPU that executes the write operation. Once the GPU
receives the completion message of fault handling, it will re-
execute the write. We evaluate Trans-FW under read-replication.
Figure 23 illustrates the performance of our approach with
page replication normalized to baseline execution with page
replication. We observe an average of 28.4% performance
improvement brought by Trans-FW. Comparing the results with
the performance in Figure 11, the improvement is less. This is
because that read replication effectively reduces the number
of local page faults and potentially improves the PW-cache
hit rates. However, for some applications (e.g., MT, Conv2d,
and Im2col), our approach still significantly outperforms the
baseline read-replication. To understand the reason behind,
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we quantify the read operations and writing operations to
shared pages across GPUs in Figure 24. We observe that
read-replication has marginal improvements for write-intensive
applications due to the frequent write-invalidation (e.g., MT,
Conv2d, and Im2col). In contrast, our approach is able
to improve applications exhibiting both write-intensive and
read-intensive page sharing.

E. Remote Mapping
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Fig. 25. Performance of Trans-FW with remote mapping normalized to
baseline with remote mapping.

Our discussion so far leverages the on-touch migration which
is the default scheme in modern GPUs [51], [54]. UVM also
supports another page migration scheme: remote mapping. That
is, a GPU can establish a direct mapping and access the remote
GPU’s physical memory without actually migrating the page.
Instead of migrating a page, the first access to a page that is
not locally available will generate a page fault and then create
a corresponding page table entry that points to the page in
remote GPU memory. Pages are only migrated after reaching
accessing thresholds. When a page migration happens, the
translations that map to that page from different GPUs have
to be invalidated to ensure translation coherence across GPUs.
We evaluate Trans-FW with remote mapping. Specifically, we
leverage the access counter as in recent NVIDIA GPUs [53],
[54] to determine the page migration. Figure 25 shows the
performance of our approach with remote mapping normalized
to baseline execution with remote mapping. The results indicate
that Trans-FW achieves an average of 39.3% performance
improvement. This demonstrates Trans-FW works with remote
mapping and improves the performance when using remote
mapping. The improvement is less compared to the results
in Figure 11. The main reason is that remote mapping helps
reduce the number of local page faults and the amount of page
thrashing, especially for applications with substantial sharing
(e.g., KM, SC). As a result, the host MMU PT-walk contention
is reduced.

F. UVM-Driver Handled Far Faults

We implement and evaluate Trans-FW on UVM-driver based
far fault handling. The fault handling is modeled the same as
described in Section II-B. We implement Forwarding Table
in CPU memory and use UVM-driver to handle the FT table
lookup. Figure 26 shows the performance of Trans-FW on
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Fig. 26. Performance of Trans-FW on UVM-driver handled far faults
normalized to UVM-driver based far faults handling.

UVM-driver handled far faults in four GPUs. The results
are normalized to the UVM-driver handled far faults. One
can observe that, Trans-FW achieves an average of 68.6%
performance improvement over the corresponding driver-based
far fault handling. This is because our approach i) bypasses
the unnecessary PT-walk in the GMMU caused by far faults,
and ii) mitigates the UVM-driver handling contention, thereby
reducing the far faults handling overhead. The results indicate
that optimizations brought by Trans-FW also take effect in
UVM-driver based multi-GPU systems.

G. Adopting Large-sized Pages
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We next evaluate Trans-FW with 2MB page size. Figure 27
shows the performance of Trans-FW normalized to the baseline
execution with 2MB page size. Trans-FW achieves an average
of 38.6% performance improvement. This is less compared
to the 4KB page size results. The reason is that, in the
baseline execution, choosing a large page size effectively
increases the L2 TLB hit rate, thus mitigating the contention in
GMMU PT-walk. However, it is important to note that Trans-
FW still achieves substantial performance improvements. This
is because, by short-circuiting the PT-walk in GMMU and
the PT-walk in the host MMU, Trans-FW is able to further
reduce the PT-walk latency. Besides, although adopting large-
sized pages reduces local page faults, it increases false sharing
and causes extra inter-GPU page faults when a large page is
frequently shared among different GPUs.

H. Comparison to PW-cache Prefetching
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Fig. 28. Comparison to ASAP [46] PW-cache prefetching.

PW-cache prefetching is another well-known technique to
improve the address translation efficiency by reducing the
number of page walks. We compare Trans-FW with the state-
of-the-art ASAP [46] address translation prefetching. The
ASAP prefetching focuses on prefetching lower levels (i.e.,



L2) of page table during page table walk. In our comparison
experiments, we employ ASAP in both GMMU PT-walk and
host MMU PT-walk. Figure 28 shows the performance of Trans-
FW and Trans-FW+ASAP normalized to the ASAP. We make
the following observations. First, Trans-FW outperforms ASAP
by an average of 38.4%. The reason is that ASAP does not
mitigate PT-walk contention nor page fault handling latency. In
contrast, our Trans-FW short circuits PT-walk caused by local
page faults, mitigates the contention in PT-walk, and reduces
the latency of handling page faults. Second, our approach can
be combined with PW-cache prefetching to further improve the
address translation efficiency. Specifically, Trans-FW+ASAP
achieves 45.2% improvement over the ASAP. This is because
the PW-cache miss latency is further reduced when combined
Trans-FW and ASAP. In summary, the results demonstrate that
the proposed Trans-FW is flexible to work with PW-cache
prefetching strategies.

I. Combined with TLB Optimization
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Fig. 29. Performance of Trans-FW when combined with Least-TLB normalized
to Least-TLB [42].

To show the proposed Trans-FW can achieve better perfor-
mance when combined with prior TLB optimizations, we apply
Trans-FW to one of the state-of-the-art TLB optimizations –
least-TLB [42]. Least-TLB focuses on improving TLB reach
by eliminating translation redundancy and mitigating TLB
contention in multi-GPU. Figure 29 shows that Trans-FW+least-
TLB achieves a 57.9% performance improvement compared
to using the least-TLB alone. In short, we demonstrate that
Trans-FW is complementary to TLB optimizations and can
bring additional performance benefits.

J. ML application
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Fig. 30. Performance
of Trans-FW with ML
applications.

We also evaluate Trans-FW using real-
world machine learning models (VGG16
and ResNet18) in data parallelism train-
ing. The results in Figure 30 indicate
that Trans-FW achieves a performance
improvement of 21.4% on VGG16 and
34.6% on ResNet18 normalized to their
baseline executions. This demonstrates

that the proposed Trans-FW also works in real multi-GPU
training scenarios.

VI. RELATED WORK

TLB optimizations: The literature of computer architecture
research has substantial prior works focusing on optimizing
TLB performance in CPUs, GPUs, and accelerators [4], [5],
[14], [18], [19], [37], [61]. These works can be divided into
software-oriented TLB optimizations [10], [17], [23], [40],

[41], [78] and hardware-oriented optimizations [12], [62],
[63], [67], [74], [79]. Jaleel et al. [36] investigated translation
memorization in DRAM and leveraged the last-level cache
to keep the TLB entries. Tang et al. [71] improved the
TLB reach in GPU through hardware-supported compression.
Ausavarungnirun et al. [13] leveraged L2-TLB bypassing to
reduce thrashing for concurrent multi-application executions.
Compared to all these TLB optimization efforts, our approach
focuses on optimizing page table walking in multi-GPUs, which
is a more important performance bottleneck. Additionally,
our approach is orthogonal or complementary to most TLB
optimization and can bring further improvements. To this end,
we propose Trans-FW. Figure 9 shows the high-level overview
of our design. We evaluated our work with a state-of-the-art
TLB optimization [42]. The results indicate that our approach
can further improve the address translation efficiency in multi-
GPU executions.

Page table walk optimizations: To accelerate the page table
walk, prior works have explored the designs of MMU cache,
page migration, and prefetching techniques [3], [14], [15], [25],
[45], [46], [49], [55], [58], [66]. Pratheek et al. [64] proposed
a dynamic page walk stealing to reduce PTW contention under
multi-tenancy. Bhattacharjee [20] proposed a coalescing and
sharing technique to reduce MMU cache misses. Achermann
et al. [1] leveraged page table replication and migration to
mitigate NUMA effects on page table walks. Most of these
works focus on single CPU or single GPU execution. In contrast,
our approach targets multi-GPU execution. We reveal that page
sharing in multi-GPU execution is the root source causing
PT-walk queuing and local page faults. The proposed approach
leverages frequent page sharing and eliminates the performance
burdens. Moreover, as we discussed in Section V-H, our
approach is compatible with existing works (e.g., PW-cache
prefetching) in single GPU to further improve the address
translation efficiency.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we comprehensively and systematically studied
the page table walk efficiency in multi-GPU executions. Our
characterization indicates that there are three major latency
bottlenecks in the page table walk. We proposed Trans-FW that
leverages page sharing and remote forwarding to dynamically
and automatically short circuit the page table walk in both
GMMU and host MMU in multi-GPUs. Our experimental
results show that Trans-FW significantly improves the overall
performance by an average of 53.8%. We also compared
with different PW-cache structure, page replication, large page,
PW-cache prefetching, and TLB optimization to indicate the
scalability, flexibility, and compatibility of the proposed design.
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